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Abstract

Design patterns describe solutions to recurring design
problems in the development of software designs. To en-
courage the use of design patterns, we are investigating
tool support for incorporating patterns into UML models.
The development of such tools requires patterns to be spec-
ified at the metamodel level. Patterns may be specified us-
ing roles, where a role is played by model elements. How-
ever, the notion of role in the object-oriented community
is strictly based on objects, and does not allow the use of
the word “role” in any other place where the context is not
object-based. In this paper, we propose a notion of role that
can be used to specify design patterns at the metamodel
level. We survey the characteristics of object-based roles
and generalize them. Based on the generalized notion of a
role we define a new notion of a model role which is played
by a model element. We illustrate the use of model roles with
a specification of a variant of the Observer design pattern.

Keywords: Design models, Design patterns, Objects,
Roles, Unified Modeling Language.

1. Introduction

A design pattern [9, 12] describes a family of problem
and solution pairs of the pattern, where applying the pat-
tern to the problem results in the solution. To facilitate the
incorporation of design patterns into design models, the de-
velopment of tool support is necessary. The development of
such tools requires precise representation of design patterns.
We are investigating a metamodeling approach to specify-
ing design patterns using roles.

The prevalent notion of role in the object-oriented com-
munity is defined at the model level, where a role is played
by an object (henceforth referred to as object role). To al-
low the use of the word role in non-object based contexts,
the notion of object role needs to be generalized.

Roles have been used in many other metamodeling ap-
proaches [4, 5, 10]. However, no work has been done on
clearly defining the notion of roles at the metamodel level.
In this paper, we define roles at the metamodel level to spec-
ify design patterns where a role is played by model elements
(e.g., classes, associations). Such a role is referred to as
model role. Using model roles allows tool developers to ex-
tend the mechanisms used to check conformance of UML
models against the pattern specifications (metamodels).

We generalize the characteristics of object roles to be
level independent. The generalized notion of role is referred
to as general role. A model role is then defined as a special-
ization of the general role. Object roles and other roles at
higher levels (e.g., metameta level) can also be viewed as
specializations of the general role as shown in Fig. 1.

General Role

Model RoleObject Role

Figure 1. Roles

A model role has a base metaclass in the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) metamodel [17]. For example, a
model role whose base is Class metaclass is called a class
role. The class role is played by classes (i.e., instances of
Class) that satisfy the constraints specified in the role.

We give a historical overview of object roles, and survey
the characteristics of object roles in Section 2. We general-
ize the characteristics in Section 3, and define model roles
in Section 4. We specify a variant of the Observer design
pattern using model roles in Section 5, and conclude in Sec-
tion 6.
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2. Object Roles

The word role was first introduced in the object-oriented
community by Bachman and Daya [2]. Since then, there
has been considerable work done on using roles for object-
oriented data modeling [1, 3, 8, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18]. Sciore
[14] and Gottlob et al. [8] address hierarchy of roles. Stein
and Zdonik [16] and Pernici [11] use roles to describe object
behavior. Wieringa and Jonge [18] argue that objects and
roles should have their own identifiers. Steimann [15] uses
roles to define an object-oriented modeling language that
does not have a metamodel. Dahchour et al. [3] describe
a general role model that consists of object classes and role
classes where instances of object classes are instances of
role classes.

The work on role modeling was used by the object-
oriented design modeling community [7, 13, 17]. They em-
phasized the behavior of objects more than object-oriented
data modelers had done with entities.

We identify five commonly accepted characteristics of
object roles from the above work:

1. A role has structural and behavioral properties [3, 11,
16, 18]. Properties of a role may be inherited from
other roles in a hierarchy [2, 8, 11, 14, 16, 18]. The
hierarchy suggests that an object that plays a role can
also play the superrole of the role. For example, a per-
son who is a graduate teaching assistant also plays a
graduate assistant.

2. A role defines a subset of objects of a type [2, 8, 18].
In other words, a role defines constraints on a type.
Only those objects that satisfy the constraint can play
the role.

3. An object may play multiple roles simultaneously
[2, 11] or the same role several times with a different
state during its lifetime [11, 8]. In the latter case the
state of an object is role specific [11, 18]. For exam-
ple, different phone numbers may apply to a person in
different roles.

4. An object may acquire and abandon roles dynamically
during its lifetime [8, 11, 14]. The sequence of acquir-
ing and abandoning roles may be restrictive [11, 14].
For example, a person can become an advisor only af-
ter being a professor.

5. Access to roles is restricted by context. This means
that a role is meaningful only in the context of a re-
lationship [1, 11, 14]. For example, a student’s grade
is not accessible in the employment context if the per-
son playing the student role also plays employee role
[1, 8, 14].

3. General Role

We generalize the characteristics of object roles de-
scribed in Section 2 to define general roles whose charac-
teristics are independent of levels. We apply the following
simple generalization rules to the characteristics of object
roles:

• We exclude object level specific characteristics. Ob-
ject roles are defined at the model level, and played
by objects at the object level. Runtime specific char-
acteristics described in items 3 and 4 in Section 2 are
excluded.

• The word object in items 1, 2 and 5 is replaced by in-
stance.

After applying the rules, general roles have the following
characteristics:

1. A role has structural and behavioral properties. Prop-
erties of a role may be inherited from other roles in the
hierarchy. Instances that play a role can also play the
superrole of the role.

2. A role defines a subset of instances of a type.

3. Access to a role is restricted by context.

Specializations of the general role inherit the above char-
acteristics, but may also have their own characteristics. An
object role is a specialization of the general role in that
instances are objects (e.g., instances of classes). Object
roles have additional characteristics that are runtime spe-
cific. Theoretically, the general role can be used to define
roles at any level (e.g., metametamodel level).

4. Model Roles

In this section, we define model roles that are played
by UML model elements (e.g., classes, interfaces, associ-
ations), not by objects. The UML infrastructure is defined
as a four-layer metamodel architecture: Level M3 defines a
language for specifying metamodels, level M2 defines the
UML metamodel, level M1 consists of UML models speci-
fied by the M2 metamodel, and level M0 consists of object
configurations specified by the models at level M1. Model
roles are defined at level M2.

Fig. 2 shows relationships between model role and the
UML infrastructure [17]. Every model role has its base
metaclass in the UML metamodel. MyRole is a model role
whose base is the Class metaclass. MyRole defines a subset
of instances of the Class metaclass by adding constraints on
the metaclass. ClassA that is an instance of Class is a mem-
ber of the subset defined by MyRole, and the ClassA is said
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Figure 2. Relationship between Model Role
and UML Infrastructure

to play the model role. We use the symbol “|” to indicate
model roles.

Model roles inherit the characteristics of general roles,
and have their own additional characteristics. The following
are the characteristics of model roles:

1. Every model role has its base in the UML metamodel.
For example, in Fig. 3 the Subject role has Classifier
metaclass as its base indicated by a bold text label.

1..*
|Subject

Classifier Role

StructuralFeature Roles

BehavioralFeature Roles

|SubjectState 1..*

|Attach (|o.|Observer) 1..1
|Detach (|o.|Observer) 1..1

Figure 3. Example of a Classifier Role

2. A model role defines a subset of instances of its base
metaclass. For example, an association role specifies
a subset of instances (i.e., associations) of Association
metaclass. These instances are said to play the role.

3. A classifier role has structural and behavioral proper-
ties which are also roles whose bases are UML Struc-
turalFeature and BehavioralFeature, respectively. In
Fig. 3 SubjectState is a structural feature role, and At-
tach and Detach are behavioral feature roles. A clas-
sifier role is represented by a syntactic variant of the
UML class symbol. For example, multiplicities are
added to constrain the number of model elements that
can play the role.

4. Properties of a model role may be inherited from a
model role called abstract role which is not realizable.

|AbstractMyRole

|MyRoleRealization
Abstraction Role

|MyRoleGeneralization
Generalization Role

|ConcreteMyRole

Classifier Role

Classifier Role Class Role

|MyRole

* 1..*

(a) Role Hierarchy

(b) Folded Form of Role Hierarchy

fold

{realizable = false}

|MyRole

Hierarchy

Figure 4. Role Hierarchy

Fig. 4(a) shows a classifier role hierarchy. MyRole is an
abstract role that comprises relationship roles (i.e., My-
RoleRealization, MyRoleGeneralization) that are in-
herited by AbstractMyRole and ConcreteMyRole. The
MyRole abstract role is simply an organizational entity
and is not meant to be played. The hierarchy may be
folded for high level view of abstraction as shown in
Fig. 4(b).

ConcreteMyRole ConcreteMyRole

ConcreteMyRole

<<Interface>>
InterfaceA

AbstractMyRole

ConcreteMyRole
ClassB

ConcreteMyRole
ClassC

ClassQ ClassR

ClassS

ClassP

(a) Conforming Model A (b) Conforming Model B

AbstractMyRole

ConcreteMyRole
ClassA

Figure 5. Conforming Models of the Role Hi-
erarchy in Fig. 4

Fig. 5(a) shows a conforming model of the hierarchy
where

• InterfaceA plays AbstractMyRole, and
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• ClassA, ClassB, and ClassC play ConcreteMy-
Role, and

• the realization relationship between InterfaceA
and its realizations plays MyRoleRealization role
in the hierarchy, and

• the generalization relationship between ClassB
and classC plays MyRoleGeneralization role.

Fig. 5(b) is interpreted similarly except that the gen-
eralization relationship between ClassP and its sub-
classes play MyRoleGeneralization role.

5. A model role may be played by several instances of its
base metaclass. The number of model elements that
can play the role may be constrained by multiplici-
ties. For example, in Fig. 3 the multiplicity (1..*) in
the top compartment indicates that the Subject role can
be played by one or more classes. Multiplicity (0..*)
allows roles not to be played by any model elements.
For example, in the Decorator design pattern [9] the
abstract Decorator class may be omitted when only
one responsibility needs to be added.

6. Model elements that play a model role may have ap-
plication specific properties while satisfying the con-
straints defined in the role. Fig. 6(a) shows a class that
plays the Subject role in Fig. 6(b). Dashed arrows point
to the roles that the model elements play. For example,
both currPress and currTemp attributes play the Sub-
jectState role. The attribute ready and the operation
Activate are additional application specific properties.

ready:Int
currPress: Press
currTemp: Temp

Kiln
<<Subject>>

BehavioralFeature Roles

StructuralFeature Roles

|Subject
Class Role 1..*

|SubjectState 1..*

|Attach (|o.|Observer) 1..1
|Detach (|o.|Observer) 1..1AttachObs (o:KilnObs)

DetachObs (o:KilnObs)

Activate ()

(b) Subject Role

conforms to 

Additional
properties

(a) Conforming Class

Figure 6. A Conforming class of the Subject
Role in Fig. 3

7. An instance of a metaclass may play several roles that
have the metaclass as their bases. For example, con-
sider the structure of an equipment in Fig. 7(b). When
the Visitor design pattern [9] in Fig. 7(a) is used to cal-
culate the total net price of the parts of the equipment,
the class Chassis (not shown) plays both ObjectStruc-
ture and Element roles in Fig. 7(a).

|Element|ObjectStructure

|Visitor

CompositeEquipment

Bus2

(b) An Object Structure of Equipment

Chassis2

(a) Visitor Pattern Specfication

Chassis1

Bus1

FloppyDisk1

|ObjStructElement
Association Role

Class Role 1..* Hierarchy

Hierarchy

Figure 7. Visitor Pattern Specification

8. Properties of a classifier role can only be accessed in
the context of the role. For example, The Visitor design
pattern uses the Composite design pattern to describe
the structure of elements [9]. In fact, the Chassis class
in Fig. 7 plays four roles: Element and ObjectStructure
roles in the Visitor pattern and Component and Com-
posite roles in the Composite pattern in Fig. 8 (detail
properties are not shown).

|ClientComponent
Association Role |Component

Classifier Role

Generalization Role
|ComponentGeneralization

|Client
Class Role

|Composite
Class Role

|Leaf
Class Role

Figure 8. Composite Pattern Specification

Properties of the Chassis class that are specific to the
context of the Composite pattern are not accessible in
the context of the Visitor pattern.

The characteristics in items 2, 3, 4 and 8 are inherited
from general roles; the rest are specific to model roles. The
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(b) The Specialized UML Metamodel

o

AssocEndObs

1..* 1..*

1

ClassObserver

1

11
1

1111

1

1

1..*

Parameter

Attach

Subject

|Subject

ObserverState

(a) Example of an SPS

|ObserverState 1..1

|SubjectState 1..1

|AssocEndObs 1..1

|AssocEndSub 1..1

|Attach(|o:|Observer) 1..1
BehavioralFeature Role

StructuralFeature Role

Class Role

<Class Role>

defines

|s:|Subject) 1..1|Update (
<BehavioralFeature Role>

<StructuralFeature Role>

<AssociationEnd Role>

<AssociationEnd Role>

1..*
|Observer

<Association Role>
|Observes 1..1

1..*

Observes

Association AssociationEnd

StructuralFeatureBehavioralFeature

AssocEndSub

Figure 9. A Specification of Simplified Observer Pattern and its Specialized UML Metamodel

general role characteristic that states that “instances that
play a role can also play the superrole of the role” is special-
ized in model roles; no model elements can play an abstract
role (a superrole) in model role hierarchy (see Fig. 4(a)).

5. Static Pattern Specifications

We show a Static Pattern Specification (SPS) of a variant
of the Observer design pattern given in the GoF book [9] us-
ing model roles. The SPS in Fig. 9(a) consists of two class
roles, Subject and Observer, and an association role, Ob-
serves. The roles define subtypes of the base metaclasses
in the UML metamodel, as shown in Fig. 9(b) 1. For ex-
ample, the class role Observer defines a subtype of Class
called Observer in Fig. 9(b). The Subject role defines the
following constraints:

• Role realization multiplicity - 1..*: A conforming
static structural model must have at least one class that
plays the Subject role.

• StructuralFeature Role - SubjectState 1..1: A class
that conforms to the Subject role must have exactly one
attribute or query that plays the SubjectState role.

• BehavioralFeature Role - Attach(...)1..1: A class that
plays the Subject role must have exactly one operation
that conforms to the Attach role.

A class diagram that conforms to the SPS must also have
at least one class that plays the Observer role, that is, the

1Fig. 9(b) only shows a partial view of the specialized UML meta-
model.

class must have an attribute that plays the ObserverState
role, and an operation that plays the Update role.

The association role Observes specifies associations be-
tween subject and observer classes. Each conforming asso-
ciation must have one association-end connected to a con-
forming Subject class and the other association-end con-
nected to a conforming Observer class. The association-end
connected to a subject class is specified by the AssocEndSub
role, and the association-end connected to an observer class
is specified by AssocEndObs. The multiplicity, 1..1, on the
Observes association role indicates that there can only be
one conforming association between a conforming Subject
class and a conforming Observer class. The multiplicity on
the AssocEndSub role specifies that a conforming Subject
class must be part of only one Observes association. Simi-
larly, a conforming Observer class must be part of only one
Observes association.

A simple class diagram that conforms to the Observer
SPS is shown in Fig. 10. Dashed arrows point to the roles
that model elements play. For example, the two associa-
tion ends on Kiln play the AssocEndSub role on Subject
role. The constraints for the multiplicities (1..1) on the as-
sociations ends are expressed separately using the Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [17]. These constraints are not
shown in this paper. The reader is referred to [6] for details.

6. Conclusions

We have described a metamodeling approach to spec-
ifying design patterns using roles. The approach is in-
tended to be easy to use and practical for the development
of tools that incorporate patterns into UML models. The
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1..1

obsTemp

*

obsPress

*

o:PressObs)

1..1

currPress: Int

AttachPressObs (
o:TempObs)

PressureObs

currTemp: Int

AttachTempObs (

pressure:Int

TempObs

Kiln

temp:Int

StructuralFeature Role

|Observer

(a) A Conforming Class Diagram

Class Role

a Variant Observer Pattern

BehavioralFeature Role

(b) Pattern Specification for

1..*
|Subject

Class Role

|o:|Observer) 1..*|Attach (
BehavioralFeature Role
|SubjectState 1..*
StructuralFeature Role

|AssocEndObs 1..1

AssociationEnd Role

|Observes 0..1
Association Role

|AssocEndSub 1..*
AssociationEnd Role

1..*

|s:|Subject) 1..1|Update (

|ObserverState 1..1

k:Kiln) k:Kiln)UpdateTemp (UpdatePress (

conforms to 

Figure 10. A Realization of the Observer Pat-
tern in Fig. 9

notion of model roles has been also used to define other
design perspectives of design patterns such as interactions
(Interaction Pattern Specifications) and state-based behav-
iors (StateMachine Pattern Specifications) [6]. To date we
have developed specifications for the following GoF-based
patterns [6]: Abstract Factory, Bridge, Decorator, Single-
ton, Observer, Composite, and Visitor. Our experiences in-
dicate that specifying design patterns using model roles is
no harder than designing UML models.
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